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Musicians search for ways to create or generate new forms, new structure, new processes, modes of development
or modes of analysis or understanding. They may seek to encourage or map phenomena of growth, evolution,
complexity and emergence. In a computational environment, artists often adopt models, simulations or data from
other domains, perhaps theoretical, social, from the ‘hard’ or natural sciences or data from the ‘real’ world.
These effectively constitute a new mode of mimesis (Luciana Parisi, 2013); they are a way of describing a world – real
or imagined, past, present or possible, material or virtual.
Do they also themselves become material, objects of observation?
What new questions, challenges and opportunities arise from this situation?
Does the use of models and data from elsewhere bring its own obligations?
To what extent might their origins of reference be important to or acknowledged by an aesthetic construct?
Is reference to a ‘real’ past – musical or otherwise – different in kind to that of an imagined future?
Simulation affords a new kind of knowledge (Manuel Delanda, 2015) – a new relationship not only between domains
of action and knowledge, but between present, past and future (Jean-François Lyotard, 1992).
How does this transform the nature of the musical phenomenon?
The locus and identity of the musical object?
Of our imagination, construction or perception?

CALL FOR PROPOSALS
Artist researchers are invited to submit proposals, max. 1 page, incl. any technical requirements for performance
(stereo only), that address such questions. Proposals involving performance are particularly welcome. Selected
contributors will be invited to develop their work for an issue of ECHO journal: echo.orpheusinstituut.be
Convenors:
Matt Wright, School of Creative Arts and Industries, Canterbury Christ Church University and Orpheus Institute
Jonathan Impett, Orpheus Institute
Please upload proposals by 6 December 2021 here: https://airtable.com/shrBEugNPtvzNV3Q7
We intend to send notification of acceptance by 13 December 2021.
More info: www.orpheusinstituut.be/news-and-events/call-for-proposals-new-mimesis

